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AUSTRALIAN INVESTMENT 
‘PLATFORMS’ – 
TURBULENCE AHEAD

The broad church of ‘Platforms’ is now heading into 
an era of significant change and disruption in Australia 
(and globally) after a period of maturation following the 
‘independents’ successful grab of a seat at the table 
alongside the large Institution-linked Platforms.
 
Two new trends: ‘cost’ and ‘agility’ are differentiators that are now emerging to 
challenge the current order:

• Cost –  larger Operators using economies of scale are slashing fees (and continue  
to do so)

• Agility –  smaller specialist ‘Platforms’ are using Fintech to push smarter solutions. 

They are using new technology to achieve this break-out in both cases. ‘Traditional’ and 
mid-ranking Platform Operators are going to get squeezed because they will be unable 
to quickly address both the agility and the cost problems without a radical overhaul of 
the current ‘Platform’ business model. Implementing a new model will suffer the usual 
fierce resistance to change from at least two powerful directions: internal IT and internal 
Administration lobbies.
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THE UNDERLYING  
PROBLEM –  
A ‘DATA’ PROBLEM

The underlying problem is that the ‘Platform’ 
Operators traditionally run Technology and Operations 
(Administration) as two separate internal fiefdoms each 
tasked with pursuing their own corporate objectives.
 
The technology typically (and necessarily) grows like topsy, becomes old, messy and  
complicated with custom integrations and is often dangerously dependent on key 
players (who are often contractors).

Where technology is employed to streamline Operations, it is typically to ‘grease’ 
existing (manual) practices rather than to completely re-engineer them in order to 
employ automation. M2 believes this model has reached the end of the road and 
is now unviable for the mid-ranking/’traditional’ platforms in Australia who will be 
squeezed from both ends:

• the smaller new specialist platforms do not carry this legacy baggage and are using 
their agility advantage to expand market-share upwards; and

• the largest players can still use their size to keep slashing Fees for some time as 
their cost weapon to expand market-share downwards.

Agility – in this context, refers to the ability of the Platform to react quickly to new 
opportunities to attract new customers and/or improve services, technologies and 
products ahead of the competition and at a reasonable cost and in an operationally 
sustainable manner. This requires an ‘agile’ technology architecture (not to be 
confused with ‘agile’ software development methodology).

Cost – in this context, refers to the ability to substantially reduce Fees to Customers 
as a competitive weapon and still improve margins through the introduction of 
radical operational efficiencies, replacing manual processes with automation wherever 
possible and thereby reducing fixed staff costs.

The capability to address both the agility and the cost problems simultaneously with 
a new Platform Model is required. One which provides a new Data Architecture 
serving both Technology and Operations (Administration) feeding back into each 
other…    and which can be introduced incrementally without disrupting the existing 
service and which does not break the bank in the process.

Such an approach intrinsically challenges the usual separation of IT and Operations, 
stimulates objective re-evaluation of the incumbent practices and allows 
implementation of radically more efficient practices and more advanced technology 
options.
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A NEW ‘DATA 
ARCHITECTURE’  
IS ESSENTIAL

From a technology perspective, it is essential to 
implement a new ‘open’, layered and modular 
architecture built around a single-source-of-truth  
(SSOT) data-engine which is optimised from the  
outset for Automation (using AI) and digital delivery. 
 
New smarter digital and automation capabilities can then be introduced to the business 
quickly…   and in parallel, existing legacy functionality can be incrementally transitioned 
safely to the new architecture or interfaced with it and ‘quarantined’ for an extended 
period as appropriate.
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STEP 1: LAYERING  
AND ‘OPEN’ 
COMMUNICATIONS

Platforms receive and send a lot of data 
between, Banks, Custodians, Clearers, 
internal systems, Market information 
providers, Dealers, Investor Clients and 
others and each of these communicate 
with their own preferred formats and 
protocols. 
 

Consequently, there are complex data-flows involved between 
multiple incompatible external systems (over which the platform 
generally has no control) on one hand and the user functions 
and applications (of varying sorts over which the platform may 
have little control) on the other hand. And all of this data has to 
eventually be manipulated into a common aggregated form to 
make sense to the administrators, advisors and client investors. 

This is no small task considering the goal posts keep moving as 
the business continues to add new products, suppliers, digital 
‘smarts’ and searches for ways to implement administration 
efficiencies to keep costs sustainable.

The first step in dealing with this escalating problem is to layer 
the data-flows and introduce technical discipline in the form 
of industry standard secure APIs (Application Programming 
Interfaces).

‘CLOSED’ COMPLEXITY 
Constrains agility, high cost to maintain

‘OPEN’ LAYERING 
Enables agility, low cost to maintain

INTERFACES TO EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL SYSTEMS

API            SSOT SINGLE-SOURCE-OF-TRUTH ENGINE            API

USER APPLICATIONS AND DIGITAL DEVICES
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STEP 2: ESTABLISHING A  
SINGLE-SOURCE-OF-TRUTH 
(SSOT)

Investment ‘Platforms’ all have at least five major ‘core objects’ which are common to 
nearly all functions and processing:

• Investor (the person or entity that owns investment assets)

• Assets (the different types of Investments)

• Positions (the number and value of each Asset in an Investor’s portfolio)

• Movements (transactions: Buy, Sell, Payment, Fee etc that reconcile to the Positions)

• Manager-Advisor-Dealer groups with User Access Security (making sure only 
authorised people can see the data).

These ‘core objects’ must be kept 100% ‘reconciled’ to their external sources, and also 
must be internally reconciled within the platform data, but they are also identified 
(referenced) in many different ways in all of the systems involved.

INTERFACES TO EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL SYSTEMS

INVESTOR – ASSET – POSITION – MOVEMENT – SECURITY

API            SSOT SINGLE-SOURCE-OF-TRUTH ENGINE            API

 

USER APPLICATIONS AND DIGITAL DEVICES
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For example the platform will be managing multiple accounts for each investor at 
different banks and custodians, each of which will have different account number 
systems to identify the same investor so the SSOT engine has to keep track of all these 
differences. 

Another example is the way Assets are identified in the various source systems, some 
will use Exchange codes, some will use ISIN numbers, others will make up their own 
codes and all happen to be referencing the same underlying asset. It is essential for the 
SSOT engine to keep track of all these differences as daily prices will have to be sourced 
(possibly using even another code for the same asset) in order for the platform to 
function properly.

An SSOT engine should also be able to ‘cleanse’ and 
‘enrich’ movement and static data and ‘stitch together’ 
the complexities of Corporate Actions such that they 
become transparent and much easier to deal with in the 
downstream processing. 

And finally, the SSOT must become the real ‘source-of-truth’ for the Platform, the one 
go-to-place for any system to guarantee the Investor’s positions and performance 
is 100% accurate. An SSOT however, is not worthy of the name unless it is based on 
true open standards, with real-time API access from any authorised ‘user’ and with full 
transparency of each of the core objects down to the lowest granular element.

Today, an SSOT can be achieved ‘as at’ the prior end-of-day, however, this is no longer 
good enough and the pressure is on to achieve real-time SSOT – the current legacy 
systems will never be able to achieve this.
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Once a true SSOT can be established, then it is possible to start 
implementing elements of BackOffice automation that were 
never possible before. An ‘open’ API with access to core objects 
down to the lowest granular level opens up the power of artificial 
intelligence (AI) of various types to implement automation 
generally, but particularly in various areas of BackOffice 
administration.

A large amount of Platform BackOffice effort is spent reconciling 
and cleaning up data that has arrived into the Platform, in some 
cases months previously. This is mainly manual work requiring 
staff experienced in the many and complex idiosyncrasies of the 
originating systems and industry practice, usually dealing with 
missing, inaccurate and incompatible data. Without this ongoing 
and mainly unseen but costly effort, a Platform cannot provide 
accurate reporting for Clients which is both compliant and 
professional.

There are two unsustainable problems intrinsic to the current 
manual methods:

• extremely costly – staff are expensive and up-scaling makes it 
worse ; and

• too slow – a ‘real-time’ service is impossible as the clean-up 
always runs weeks behind (or months)

On closer examination, many of these manual processes are in 
fact repetitive and subject to ‘patterns’ which makes them prime 
candidates for automation using intelligent data-rules (i.e. AI 
or artificial intelligence) so long as the underlying data can be 
converted into the suitable formats.

A two-stage automation ‘cycle’ can make a major difference:

1. the data behind these processes must first be ‘pre-cleaned’ 
and ‘enriched’; and then,

2. process ‘patterns’ can be checked to steer the data down one 
or more automation ‘pathways’ to complete a process without 
human intervention.

AI rules are used in both stages and can mean 95-98% of 
all data arriving at the Platform will need no further manual 
processing as it will have passed some appropriate rules and 
would have been accordingly modified, reconciled, enriched etc 
ready for use. The remaining small percent of ‘exceptions’ can 
then be easily identified and manually addressed or potentially 
can lead to additional ‘rules’ which will mean that the exception 
‘case’ can also be automated from that point onwards.

Each day a torrent of new data arrives into the Platform and if 
this stream of data can first pass through the automation ‘filter’, 
then it is possible that the vast majority of portfolio positions 
in the ‘platform’ will in fact be accurate by 9am each day rather 
than up to weeks later – without human intervention.

...however an SSOT is a prerequisite

STEP 3: AUTOMATION OF 
BACKOFFICE WITH AI

INTERFACES TO EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL SYSTEMS

INVESTOR – ASSET – POSITION – MOVEMENT – SECURITY

API            SSOT SINGLE-SOURCE-OF-TRUTH ENGINE            API

AUTOMATION USING AI

USER APPLICATIONS AND DIGITAL DEVICES
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STEP X: THERE IS MORE… 
DATA SCIENCE ANALYTICS

Although not an objective of this  
white-paper, it is very relevant to  
note that once an SSOT is established 
in a manner suitable for AI processing 
(i.e. for the purposes of BackOffice 
automation) then these same data-sets 
are ready made for Data Analytics.

Management and Marketing departments can use the skills of 
Data Scientists in a much more cost effective way with a ready-
made source of AI-friendly data-sets which can be applied 
to more fundamental AI tasks such as ‘expert systems’ and 
‘machine learning’.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF A NEW ‘DATA 
ARCHITECTURE’…AND MAINTAINING  
SERVICE AS USUAL

Only start-ups have the luxury of a clean-slate deployment 
world and a big-bang changeover is never an option for a busy, 
operational platform. An ‘incremental’ approach therefore is the 
only viable approach and there are several ways of achieving this 
depending on the business mix and the business priorities.

The introduction of new digital front-end tools, or a new 
product package or new clients who do not have legacy system 
expectations is often a good place to start using the ‘beachhead 
approach’. Maybe some smaller clients are of a ‘willing’ 
disposition to ‘pilot’ the new system; they can be another good 
starting point.

Alternatively, the emphasis could be on cleaning and enriching 
the data to feed into the legacy systems to take advantage of 
BackOffice automation. This is the ‘by-pass’ approach, in effect 
introducing a Data Filter between the existing external sources 
and feeding the legacy system clean consistent data via the new 
API or alternatively via a ‘normalised’ single format data-feed.

In any of these cases it will be necessary to implement some 
aspects of each of the three layers as a minimum:

(a)  Interface layer – implement any external interfaces providing 
data for the initial deployment (including if necessary a data-
feed from the Legacy system itself);

(b)  SSOT layer – all core objects should be implemented from the 
outset along with their associated ‘cleansing’ and ‘enrichment’ 
(to the extent required for the initial Interfaces only) along 
with as much automation of BackOffice processes as planned 
to start with;

(c)  Applications layer – new functionality will be able to use the 
APIs from the outset but existing applications will have to be 
adapted to use these same APIs.

Over a period of time, more and more of the existing 
functionality can be transitioned over to new applications or the 
existing applications can be upgraded to use the new SSOT and 
achieve the benefits of clean, enriched and timely data, lower 
BackOffice costs and ‘real-time’ data access.

INTERFACES

API       SSOT       API

INTERFACES

API       SSOT       API

NEW APPS

INTERFACES

API       SSOT       API

NEW APPS

INTERFACES

API       SSOT       API

NEW APPS

SEVERAL DEPLOYMENT POSSIBILITIES

BYPASS APPROACH BEACHHEAD APPROACH

Old systems can be 
incrementally phased  

out over time
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A NEW ‘DATA ARCHITECTURE’ 
SOLUTION – M2WEALTH 
AVAILABLE TODAY

Australian Platforms can begin the task of transitioning 
to the new ‘Data Architecture’ immediately, with proven 
systems available today from m2Wealth.

These systems can be deployed alongside existing systems and can incrementally 
extend the life of end-of-the-road systems and associated technology from the inside 
without impacting day-to-day operations.

m2PLATFORM ADVANCED ADMINISTRATION OF MULTIPLE ADVISORY FIRMS
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